
MHZ HONEYCOMB PLEAT I Outstanding aesthetics with exemplary qualities
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MHZ pleated blinds have for many years been a 

popular trendsetter wherever modern, flexible use 

and decorative shade from the sun is concerned. 

MHZ honeycomb pleated blinds excel in the 

same way through diligent production and max-

imum convenience of use. They differ, however, 

through their special design. Two or four pleated 

sheets, which are bound together in a honeycomb 

structure, impress right down to the tiniest detail 

through their aesthetic and functional advantages. 

Especially noteworthy is the softness of the incom-

ing light in the case of the daylight versions, which 

is produced by the honeycomb structure and fine 

woven material. Furthermore no rays of incoming 

light distract from the overall aesthetics, as the 

cords run inside the blind. What is created is a very 

special, homely atmosphere in the room.

MHZ honeycomb pleated blinds also permanently 

ensure a more comfortable temperature in the 

room: in the summer it remains pleasantly cool 

and in the winter the honeycomb pleat protects 

against heat loss through the window and helps 

you to save energy. Thanks to the special honey-

comb design it is also possible to achieve a meas-

urable reduction in reverberant noise in the room.

133 fabrics in 12 materials, with a special textile 

look and feel, in a great variety of colours and 3 

print designs are offered by the extensive col-

lection. Available to choose from are a natural 

linen texture (BATISTE), a fabric with a particularly 

silky feel (ELAN), a proven non-woven material 

(DUOTONE) and the ARCHITELLA ELAN  fabric, 

especially well suited for use in a home office. De-

pending on the required function, the collection is 

rounded off by blackout materials or a very fire-re-

sistant finish.

MHZ honeycomb pleated blinds thus fulfil the 

highest of modern home comfort aspirations on 

all points of aesthetics, quality, design and energy 

efficiency.

High quality materials. Outstanding aesthetics.

MHZ honeycomb pleat I Product benefits

 High quality fabrics and materials

  Incoming light very soft and evenly spread thanks 

to honeycomb structure

  Aesthetic overall appearance – cords elegantly 

hidden, punch-holes out of sight

  Ideal for computer workstations

  Made-to-measure assembly for all versions

  WithDuette® Fixé no hanging out of the material 

thanks to shortened back

  Even pattern of folds even across large window 

surfaces

  Fabrics certified to Eco-Tex® Standard 100

  Energy-efficient qualities thanks to honeycomb 

structure (up to 46% less loss of heat through the 

window in winter)

  Effective and measurable damping of reverberant 

noise by up to 45%

MHZ HONEYCOMB PLEAT I The specialist among pleated blinds
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Model 11-8130

Technical information Chain operation

Hanging W4-6103, ARCHITELLA ELAN

Colour Taupe
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MHZ HONEYCOMB PLEAT I Honeycomb construction with varying character

There are three different honeycombs designs to 

choose from, all guaranteeing even dispersal of 

the incoming daylight. Compared to the entry-lev-

el CLASSIC version, on which the honeycomb 

looks the same on front and back, DUETTE® FIXÉ 

differs in that the back is shortened. This creates a 

consistent pattern of folds across the entire height 

of the blind. In terms of energy-related properties, 

good transmission values and improved room 

acoustics, the special honeycomb-in-honeycomb 

design of the ARCHITELLA ELAN fabric makes it a 

genuine all-round product.

DUETTE® FIXÉ, CLASSIC AND ARCHITELLA ELAN.

DUETTE® FIXÉ, DUETTE® CLASSIC, DUETTE® ARCHITELLA ELAN (from l. to r.)

Honeycomb design I Special features

  The right honeycomb shape based on the desired 

function

 Suitable for all versions

  Enhanced room acoustics

  Protects against cold and heat, very energy efficient
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MHZ HONEYCOMB PLEAT I Versions for every need

Depending on what is wanted and the architec-

tural situation, very different forms of operation 

can be of benefit on the different models, such as 

standard, custom or ceiling units. Free-hanging 

blinds, which can be fitted to the ceiling or wall, 

enhance the look of the whole front of the win-

dow and can be moved into the desired position 

through operation with cord or chain, or very con-

veniently with an electric motor. In this way oper-

ating them can be easy even where windows are 

hard to reach. 

Braced blind 11-8220, which can be freely slid up 

and down by its handle, opens up previously unim-

aginable possibilities. This is optionally available as 

an elegant aluminium grip. This model is fitted into 

the glazing bead, making it particularly suitable for 

twist and tilt windows, as it does not impede their 

opening or closing. For windows that are difficult 

to reach an operating rod can optionally be used.

Those looking for even more ease of use will pre-

fer the blind to be electrically powered. Here you 

have various control options via switch, radio re-

mote control, sun control or timer. 

Effective. Uncomplicated.

Operational variants I Special features

  Cord, chain or 24V electrically powered operation 

for free-hanging blinds

  Blind can be slid freely on braced model 11-

8220; operation on top and bottom rail

  Purist aluminium grip (optional) on braced blinds

Free-hanging blind
With chain or cord operation

Braced blind
Operable from above or below

Free-hanging blind 
With 24V electric motor

Standard blinds



Model 11-8220

Technical information Blind can be freely moved

Hanging W4-6020, BATISTE

Colour White
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CLASSIC

MHZ HONEYCOMB PLEAT I Diverse collection

BATISTE, RELIFE ARCHITELLA ELAN

DUOTONE ELAN

Very high quality materials, discrete patterns and 

diligent production down to the last detail: the fine 

woven materials of the MHZ honeycomb pleated 

blinds collection give your premises a refined, el-

egant flair. You have the choice here to find from 

among different types of material, ranging from 

translucent to blackout, from different looks and 

textures and from colours tailored to current life-

style trends the fabric appropriate to your interior 

design style.

A range of materials. Large selection of colours.



DUOTONE BO B1

PATTERNS FULLTONE

DUOTONE BO

Collection I Facts at a glance

 ELAN: silky touch with elegant transparency

  BATISTE: natural linen structure with textile look

  RELIFE: produced from recycled textiles

  DESSINS: discrete motifs enhance the room's ap-

pearance

  DUOTONE: large choice of colours to suit the 

room perfectly

  FULLTONE: Colours visible from the outside as well

  ARCHITELLA ELAN: Honeycomb-in-honeycomb 

design with extra functions

  CLASSIC: elegant entry-level quality

  ELAN BO: perfect blacking out with silky grip

   VANTAGE BO: blackout blind with subtle pattern

   DUOTONE BO: blacking out in many colours

   DUOTONE B1, DUOTONE BO B1: Extra fire-re-

sistant function for use in commercial property



MHZ HONEYCOMB PLEAT I A play of colour for every ambience

The ELAN and DUOTONE fabrics demonstrate 

very clearly how colour can alter a room: be it mer-

ry and bright or elegantly conservative, the room's 

impact is changed by the choice of colour scheme. 

Pick one colour for all the windows or bravely go 

for contrasts or harmonious tones. There is no limit 

placed on your ability to create bespoke room 

compositions in line with your personal interior 

design style.

Colour compositions. For rooms with character.



Model 11-8220

Technical information Blind can be freely moved

Hanging From l. to r. DUOTONE W2-4237; ELAN W3-6003,
W3-6009; DUOTONE W2-6060, W2 6062, W2-4239

Colour Grey, taupe, yellow, orange, red, purple

The DUOTONE honeycomb pleated blind fabric's extensive palette of colours
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Model 11-7220

Technical information Skylight unit, freely movable blind

Hanging W3-6145, DUOTONE BO

Colour green
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MHZ HONEYCOMB PLEAT I Clever solutions for skylights

Honeycomb pleated blinds for skylights need to 

fulfil very special expectations. In addition to aes-

thetic aspirations, they also have to be up to physi-

cal challenges, such as exposure to strong sunlight 

and extreme fluctuations in temperature. All fabrics 

from the MHZ honeycomb pleated blinds collec-

tion can be used in skylights without any limita-

tions. 

If a blackout function is preferred, because, e.g. 

soothing darkness is wanted in a bedroom, there 

is a choice of blackout fabrics that can be used: 

DUOTONE Blackout with a large array of colours, 

ELAN Blackout or VANTAGE Blackout in classic 

home-living colours. 

For very good blacking out, we recommend com-

bining the blind with side guiding profiles, which 

prevent any light getting in at the sides. 

High specifications. Systematically implemented.

Skylight model 11-7220 with tension cords and freely movable 
blind.

Skylight model with side guiding profiles and 2-piece blind. Where 
different material transparencies are chosen a daylight or blackout 
function can be achieved.

Honeycomb pleated blinds for skylights I Special features

  Operated from top or bottom rail

 Suitable for all standard skylights

  Very good elimination of light possible with 

blackout fabrics and side guiding profiles

  Operating rod for difficult-to-reach units (optional)
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Model 11-8130

Technical information Chain operation

Hanging W3-4246, DUOTONE BO

Colour white



Detail view of the MHZ ARCHITELLA ELAN honeycomb pleated 

blind
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MHZ HONEYCOMB PLEAT I Sunshade with intelligent extra benefits

Lovely warmth in the winter and a pleasant room 

temperature in the summer. MHZ honeycomb 

pleated blinds create not only a special impact at 

the window and in the room through the woven 

material's special form, but also impress above all 

through their energy-efficient qualities. 

The honeycomb pleats create a thermally insu-

lating buffer of air in front of the window, as the 

cavities in the honeycomb act like a quilted jacket. 

Heat loss through the window can thus be reduced 

by up to 50% and savings thus made on energy 

costs.

Honeycomb pleat. Highly energy efficient.

Winter nights.  
The comforting heat stays in 

the room.

Summer days.  
Heating up of the room is 

reduced.

Reverberant sound can be absorbed especially 

effectively by the ARCHITELLA ELAN fabric, which 

features a special honeycomb design. Be it in 

rooms of private homes or of premises such as of-

fices, doctor's surgeries, schools or colleges, wher-

ever there is a wish to dampen reverberant sound 

we recommend extensive use of MHZ honeycomb 

pleated blinds. In contrast to conventional acoustic 

measures, honeycomb pleated blinds can be retro-

fitted perfectly.

Noise insulation*. For optimum room acoustics.

*  In 2011 the Fraunhofer Institute examined the 

acoustic effect of internal sun blind systems in 

a comprehensive study. In those tests the AR-

CHITELLA ELAN fabric achieved a good to very 

good noise absorption rating in mid to high-fre-

quency sound range.

MHZ honeycomb pleat I Extra benefits at a glance

  Saves up to 12% in heating energy

  Reduces heat absorption at windows by up to 78%

  Dampens reverberant noise in the room by up 

to 45% and is recommended by spatial acoustics 

experts

Work out how much energy you can save using the energy sav-

ing calculator at www.duette.de.



MHZ COMPLETE RANGE I Made-to-measure solutions

Panel blinds, roller blinds, vertical blinds, Roman blinds, pleated blinds, Venetian blinds, curtain rods, curtain 

rails, exterior Venetian blinds, awnings and shading systems, insect screens
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We will be pleased to advise you 

MHZ International EXPORT
MHZ Hachtel GmbH & Co. KG . Postfach 80 05 20 . D-70505 Stuttgart . Germany

Telephone +49 (0)711/97 51-1850 . Fax +49 711 / 97 51-4 18 50 . www.mhz.de. www.export@mhz.de


